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Abstract 
In this paper the author characterizes the linear dependency with positive coe伍cientsin 
a real linear space. Using this， he proves the countable decomposabilyty判。ffre vector latices. 
Introduction. D. M. Topping's expectation81 that it appωη highly likely 
that free vector latticesω-e countably debomJうosable**has been already justified 
by E. C. Weinberg91 and 1. Amemiya101 independently. One of the purposes of 
this paper is to deal with Ky Fan's theorems61 (generalizations of Stiemke-
Cω-ver料 *-Dinestheorems， etc.) somewhat strictly in case of inner product， and 
the other is to give another justification to the expectation above. We shall do 
the former in S 1， and the latter in S 2 by the use of S 1 and by the aid of the 
separability of l2. 
Here the author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. 1. Amemiya 
(Tokyo Woman's Christian College) and Prof. T. Ito (Way配 StateUniv. Detroit) 
for their helpful guidances， and to Asst. Prof. K. Honda (孔1uroranInst， Tech.) 
for his useful conversations. 
Linear Dependence with Positive Coe伍cients
in a Real Linear Space 
Let R be a real linear space. Let R be a real inner product space since any 
R can be given at least an inner product on it. Let us denote by (，) the fixed 
inner product on R unless otherwise speci五ed. Let a system of elements (not 
* 
* 
ドX斗
岩田一男
A vector latice is called countably decolllJうosableif every positive orthogonal family is at 
most countable. (1. c， 8)， p.423 & p. 425) 
Ca山rv叫 e〆内5t.幼he凶印削Oωn附必
i河equalitiesin n varηzιble白S，
I: aijXj+ん>0
.1=1 
(i = 1，2， .， m) 
be i:刀consistent(cf. Theorem 4， foot note， this paper.) Is that there should exおta set 01 m十I
constants， k， k， • ・ .， k明 '.1 ， such that 
労Z タn
Zんair= 0 and I:んん十ん九ム1=0 (r= 1，2， .，η) 
where at least one 01 the詑sbeing positive and托on01 the;，孔 beingnegatiuc. (2). p. 217) 
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necessarily distinct)αb a2， "'，anER(n)d) be given. Let us de五nethe 1うroperties
with re.ゆectω{αν:ν=1，2，…， 1} as follows: 
( P ): There exist μμ>O(ν=1，2，…ラ 1)with 
(αηれ付>0 (t=I，Z…，71); 
(P.O): There exist f1ν>O(ν=1，2，…， 1) wIth 
(ai) わけ~O (i=はう71)凶 notal zero; 
(P.N): Non-(P.O). 
F urthermore let a system of real linear functionals j;， /Z， .一，1" (n~l) on R 
be given. In the above definitions， considering every xモR in places of L: f1シ仏，
μ>O(ν=1，2，…， n)ラwede五neanalogously the pr~ρerties (P)， (P.O)， and (P.N) 
with re学ectto {メ:lJ=l， 2，…) n} too. Here we note that the property (P.N) 
means that whenever there exist xεR with .6 {f，ν(xW>O， there exist i， j always 
such that J";，(x)>O， Jj(x)<O. Let us now denote by Aηa system {αν:αヱR，νz
1，2，…，n}， (n~ l). 
Theorem 1. (Generalizationザ Stiemke-DinesTheorern) 
A necessωツandsujJicient condition that a given system A九 hasthe pr.φerty 
(P.N) is that there exist ん>O(ν=1，2， "'， n) such that .6 λ仏 =0.
Proof The sufficiency of the condition is evident. We shall prove the 
necessity of the condition by the mathematical induction. 
In case n = 1， we should have aj = 0， and it is clear. Next we suppose that 
it is true for a positive integer n. If two distinct subsy引 emswith n members of 
A，川口(αν:ν=1，2，…，n + 1} have (P.N) together， we come to the conclusion at 
once byγthe induction hypothesis (summing b:yア twoequaEties). For the remaining 
cases (n十 1~ 3) we assume that A" and {ab a2，・.， an -hCl，ιー l}have (P.O). Here 
i.f we have both: 
(α何五 1μα)~O (i=l，2， "'，l1，l1十1)and not al zero forρ0， 
(LZMzyh)対日29，n，yH-1)a吋削 al zero forバ>0，
these immediately contradict the assumption. In the case n + 1 = 2， we get the 
same by the first hal1. That is， itsu伍cesto verify the case where there exist 
μ.>0 (lJ=l，え…，n)and r(l~r~n) such that 
(αψ，ネμα)>0 (i=1，2，…，r) ， 
(316) 
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(ai，字削)=0
with 
(a，十1，れα)=-ω
(i=r十1，…，n)， 
Then， setting I:μJν= x， let us determine乙>0such that 
(乙ai+aη 十bX)=O
(ai' X)ニ O
N ow suppose that n members: 
(i = 1， 2，…，め，
(i= r十1，…，n). 
t;iaけ αn'l (i=1，2，…，r) I 
ai (i=r+ 1，…，n) f 
have (P.O). Thenラ bydefinition， there exists 
???
y = I:ぁ(己Gν+a，る+1)十I:可νανwith 写ν>O(ν=1，2，…，n)
for which 
(乙a.j十仏z卜h y)?:O 
(αi> y)?:O 
(i=1，2，…，め，
(i=r+ 1，…， n)， 
and not al zero. Here putting (an十b y) = s， ifs = 0， that is obviously contradictory 
to the assumption. If s < 0， then it follows 
(t;iai' y)?:ー (an+by)>O 
and so 
(i= 1，2，…，1・)
仇 y)=(ネM か0，
a contradiction to (ιγ) = O. TherefoI・ewe have s>O. 
We have 
O~(t;iai+a仏仇九いn配川一ιh川山寸什巾1h，;わ刊γけ)=(乙仇α向向4白， ;わ刊νり)ト十α 
=(与乙仇仇d川Aα偽向4白，fわ刊νけ)+ド片+叫吋哨(ぽ己5乙机乞
ニ (令M各凶Aα偽九¢白，わ+X) 
。Ia，. ~ v+x i ミl正li ← 0"y xj
and not al zero. While we have 
(i=1，2，…，r) ， 
(i=r+1，…，n) ， 
。=トnlbi-y+x) 
(317) 
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These mean that An+1 has (P.O) and hence contradictory to the assumption. 
Therefore n members of (i) shou1d have (P.N). Therefore there exist れ>O(ν=
1，2，…，n) such that 
L:1"ν(cν仏十αη(1)+L; 1"，aν=0. 
This comp1etes the proof. 
Here in this proof， rep1acing L: f1ν仏 andL: r;，(cν仏十仏，+1)+L: r;νανby mere 
xE R and mere yεR respective1y and using s as sキ0，we get the following resu1t 
due to Ky Fan*. 
Theorem 1'. A necessωツ andsutficient condition that a given systenz 
u:ν:ν=1，2，…，n}， (n)d) has the proJうerty(P.N) is that there existん>O(ν=
1，2， .， n) such that L:ん!v=0. 
Lemma 1. An has (P)ザωldonly ifαny (proper or i~ργφer， non-void) 
subsystem of An加 s(P.O). 
Proof For the “if" part we proceed by the induction on n. In case nニ 1，
it is trivial. Suppose that it is true for a positive integerη. 
By the assumption， there exist 己>O(ν=1，2，.， n， n+1) and io with 
(いα ，弓1宇号F宇1V5ωα)~凶o (何日=1は ，nい十1幻)， (←α九νJ，弓可号F15仇叫α仏サν，)
Whi1e by the induction hypothesis， there exist 
私>0 (ν=1，2，…， io-1， io+ 1，…η十1) with 
μ" L;万ν仏 )>0 (i=1，2，…，io-1， io+1，…， n+1). 
¥ ，キio I 
Hence， choosing ε>0 so small that 
I (ぃ言。帆)I<(aio' ~lç， a，)， 
and putting 
匁 +1 匁 +1
2己仏+ε 戸苛νG = L:μν仏
lνキio 1 
we obtain μν>O(ν=1，2，…，n， n+ 1)with 
(G41M)>O (i=1，2γ ー，n， n+ 1). 
The converse follows immediate1y from Theorem 1. 
Definition 1. If A匁 hasnot (P)， by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1， there exists 
in An the 1argest subsystem which has (P.N). We call it the mαximum (P.N) 
system of An- And we denote it as Aニェ{仏:ν=1， 2，…，m} without 10ss of 
* 6)， Part 1. Corollary 4. 
(318) 
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generality. If Aηhas (P)， the maximum (P.N) system of An is empty. 
Lemma 2. Let A!(O:(m:(n) be the maximum (P.N) system of Am where 
At = o. Then there existん>O(ν=1，2，…，m)andμμ>O(ν=1，2，…，n) such that 
L:λαν=0， 
(ai，早川)=0
(α日手μ)>0
(i=1，2，…，m)， 
(i=m+1，…， n). 
The converse is also true. 
Proof In case either m = n or m = 0， itis trivial by Theorem 1 and Lemma 
1. In the remaining cases， the五rstformula is clear. And since An has (P.O)， 
there exist μν>O(ν=1，2，…，n) with 
(ai， ~f1"a")=O (i=1，2， "'，m)， 
(ai，手f1s，)~ 0 (i=m+ 1， "'， n) 
and not al zero. Therefore we can complete the proof by means of Lemma 1. 
The converse is evident. 
By Lemma 1， we have: 
τheorem 2. (Generalizatioη ofCα向町田DinesTherem) 
A necessary and sufficient condition that a given S.ツste:悦 Anhas not property 
(P) is that there exist Aみむ (v= 1， 2， "'， n) such that L:λι=札 whereat leα~st one 
of the A's being positive. 
Defi.nition 2. Let us call a system An linearly d，φendent witんpositive
coそ{ficients，if An satisfies the necessary condition of Theorem 2. 
As a result including Theorems 1， and 2 we have: 
Theorem 3. (On Tucker's Theorem*) 
Tωo systems: 
i) A1 al十Azaz+・・+λ，an=O， ん~O
i) [(子bX)~O
) 1 (ん， x)~O;
ρossess solutionsん(ν=1，2，…， n) and x such that 
i)j(?hZ)+Al>O 
l (ι， x)+ん>0
十 5)，l.c. Theorem 1. 
(319) 
(ν=1，2，…，n) ; 
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Proof If./1ηhas (P)， take suitable x = L:μνGν， /1，>0 (ν=l，I-，n)and λ=0 
(ν=1，2，…，n). If An has (P.O) but not (P)， take x and λ(ν=1，2，…，m) just as 
in Lemma 2 and take λ=O(ν=m+1，…，n). If A" has (P.N)， take suitableん>0
(l.!=1，2，…，n) and x=O. 
Next let us deal with the non-homogeneous cases. 
Theorem 4. A necessmツ andsujficient condition that the folloωing two 
sysたmsof inequalities : 
i)!(子h 劫~O
t (~m x)~O 
同 !(?hU)+ゆ O
l (α7日 ν)+α'n~O
where we in，加 'pretat leαst one is positive; 
where weηze飢 αsusuαl二
G陀 bothinconsistent* is that there exist ん>O(ν=0，1，2，…，n) such that L:λa，=O 
and Ao十戸んαν=0.
Poof To prove the necessity of the condition we think of a linear space 
R(Jj VI. Taking 
R(Jj V1ε(0， 1) = bo， 
(ab lYl) = b1 ， 
(an，αη)=bn; 
we consider the system B= {bν:ν=0，1，…，n}. Suppose B has (P.O)， then there 
exist μν>O(ν=O，L-vn)with 
(bi， 手 μ b，)~O (i=O， 1，…， n)
and not al zero. Now if 
(bo， ~μ)>0 ， 
then we have 
0+ L:μναν>0 
and 
(αn ネ μα)十件川~O (i=1，2，…，n) ， 
'" (ai ， x)十日.i~O (i=1，2，"' n) is said to be inconsistellt， ifthe system h且snot solution x in R， 
other、.viseit is said to be consistent. 
In this paper， unless口therwisespeci五ed，inequality signs~and>are used as usual 
(320) 
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where ao=O，α。=1.
This yields that (i) is consistent. Otherwise， since 
ヤc，号川=0， and so I:μναν=0. 
Hence 
(αbzttGν)十以 (i= 1，2，…， n)， 
where not al zero. 
Therefore (i) is consistent， and so B should have (P.N). Thus we have proved 
the necessity by Theorem 1. For the converse， itis clear that (i) is inconsistent. 
If (i) is consistent under our assumptions， we have 
ん(a"y)+んαぷ O (ν=1，2，…，n) ， 
hence 
(手λω)+かναぷ 0，and so 
This is contradictory to I: A， Q'ν<0. 
I:Asν;;':0. 
Corollary 1*. A necessary and sufficient condition thatαsystem 
f (子10x)+α1 ;':0 
l (~"， x)+ αn;;':O 
is consistent is that I:λαν 二三ohol.ゐ for ωly ん>0(ν= 1， 2， …，m) such that 
ZλGμ= 0， where A';; is the maximum (P.N) system of An. 
And whe71ever the system is consiste71t， there exist solutions such thαtニr=
I:f-lμGν u庇ん μν>O(ν=1，2，…，71).
Proof Necessity is evident. For the converse， we consider the system 
B={b， : νニ 0，1，…，n)just as in the case of Theorem 4. We at品目tsee that B 
should have (P.O) by Theorem 1 and assumption. Suppose there exists a (P.N) 
system which contains bo=(O， 1). Let the maximum (P.N) system of B be B!= 
{bo， b10…，bm}， (m;，: 1). Then by Lemma 2， there exist λ>O(ν=0，1，…，m) and 
乙>O(ν=0，1，• "， 71) such that 
Zん仏 =0，
Ao+ I:んαν=0，
(bi， (和ν川十手ι→ (i=O， 1，…，m)， 
ホ 6)，l.c. Part 1， Theorem r & Part III， Theorem 14. 
(321) 
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(bi， (か， ~o+ 手 5αν))>0 (i=m+1，…，n) . 
Hence， by the second half 
and 
~o+ r;~，αν=0 
(ai， ~~， aν)=0 
( ai，手仇)>0
(i=1，2，…，m)， 
(i=m+1，…， n). 
Applying Lemma 2， that is a contradiction to the assumption. 
Therefore there exist f1μ>O(ν=0，1，・"， n) with both 
(bo， (れ川0+れα))>0，
(bi) (争μa"f10+ 手間))~O 収=u ，n) 
The rest of the proof follows at once from this. 
Theorem 5. (Generalization of Cm勺 er's Theorem) 
A necessαly and sufficient condition th叫 agzven S.ッste悦 ofn linear ine網
qualities二
f (子bx)+α1>0 
t (~mX)+ αη>0 
is inconsistent is that there αist ん~0 (ν=0，1，…，n) such that r;λαμ=0 and 
20+ r;λα戸 0，日んereat least one of the ん(ν=1，2，…，n)being positive. 
Proof Taking B as well as in case of Theorem 4， we see that some 
subsystems of B should have (P.N). This is the necessity of the condition. 
Su自ciencyof the condition is evident. 
In the sequel， applying Theorem 3 to the case: 
REBV1ヨ(0，1)，(abα1)，…，仲間αη); 
we get the following. 
Teorem 6. Two systems: 
i) { 21αl十22向+…+2nan= 0 
l 20+ 21α1十22α2+…十んαn=O，λ~O (ν=0，1，…，n) ; 
r ~;言。
i) ~ (子b x)+ α1Ç~0 
l (a"， x)+ αn~~O ; 
(322) 
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possess solutionsλ(ν=0，1，…，n)， x，αnd ~ such that 
(ご+A.o>O
ii) ~ (~]， x) + α1~ 十 Å.l>O
l (a，円 x)+ αn~+ Å.n>O . 
(We omit the proof.) 
羽Te can also describe Theorems 2， 3， 4， 5， 6， and Corollary 1 (except for the 
latter proposition) as the ones* with respect to linear functionals 1， (ν=1，2，…，n) 
on R. (vVe call them Theorems 2'， 3'， 4'， 5'， 6'， and Corollary l' respectively.) 
We can prove them by means of (P)， (P.O)， and (P.N) with respect to linear 
functionals. In particular Theorems 4'， 5'， 6'， and Corollary l' are done by the 
uses of linear functionals 1，ffiαν(ν=0，1，・"， n) on Rffi V1 defined as fν@αμ(X)= 
1， (x) 十 α，~ for Xニ (x，~)εR⑦ V1•
We deal with the cases of inner product in the sequel. 
Corollary 2. Let a system An = {αν:仏 ER，ν=1， 2，…，n} be given. A 
necessary and suf;号cientcondition that min {aν:ν= 1， 2，"'， n} >0 unde1' some total 
o1'de1' which o1'ders all elements of a real linear space R as a vec初rlαtice料 zs
that t1.附司σexistμυ>O(ν=1，2，…， n) such that 
(αMLt仏)>0 (i= 1，え…，n). 
Proof The necessity follows from Theorem 2. The su缶ciencyfollows from 
Corollary 3 in S 2.
Now if we are concerned with the linear independency of n members of R， 
we have obviously by Theorem 2: 
Corol1ary 3. Given a syste明 A，け itis linearly ind，φ仰 dentifωld only if 
every system {dν仏 :ν ニ 1，2，…，n}hαs (P)， whe1'e eachム(ν ニ LI--，n)5tG71正lsfo1' 
1 01' -1 individually. 
By means of Corollary 3 we get at once the Gram's theorem (using the 
Laplace's expansio叫 Usingthe Gram's theorem we note 1町 ε:
N ote 1. Givenαsystem An(刀):2)whose n-1 1l1embe1's a]， a2， "'，an-l are 
linearly ind，φendent， letting 
α:nd 
(a]， 叫・……..(，αhα」
bn = I(αη-]， al) …・ (an-b(ln) 
α1........・・・・α九
* Theorems 2'， 5'， and Corollary l' are due to Ky Fan: 6)， Part L 
料 Cf. Proof of Lemma 3 in S 2 
(323) 
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(ν=1，2，…， n-1)， 
we have: 
An has not (P) if and only lf 九=0and .1，<0 
An has (P.N) if and onlyザbn=Oand .1，<0 
As a special case: 
(ν=1，2，…，n-1)， 
(ν=1，2，…，n-1). 
Note 2. For a system An(n>2)，ωith the notations: 
(aJ， a1)…… (aJ， aη) 
(ανhα1)……(ανb an) 
ト I a1 •.•••••••••• an 
(仏fl，α1)……(αν十hαn)
(a"， a1)…… (αn， a匁)
the followi昭 conditionsare equivalent. 
(1): a)， a2，・.，an are linearly ind，φendent. 
(2): bJ， b2，…，bn are linearly ind，φendent. 
(3): b)， bz， …，bn have (P). 
(ν=1，2，…，n) ， 
~ 2. Countable Decomposability of 
Free Vector Lattices 
Here we deal with this problem from the standpoint and with the notations 
of 8)本 exceptthat we write A (抗)for A if necessary. 
Let A be a real linear space in ~ 2. 
Lemma 1. A 砂picalelement ZEFVL(加)has the form : 
Zニ αX十戸Y
being 
米 D.M. Topping gave in his 8) p. 418 as follows: 
Let旬ebe any cardinal number and let S be a set of cardinality勿C，we construct the real 
vector space 1'1 of dimension we having S as basis. Let.Ai (iE 1) denote the totality of totally 
ordered A. as a vector lattice. We form the direct product V=TT A.. Under the co-ordinate回
もEI
wise ordering， V is a vector lattice. We denot巴 D the subset of V such that 
VコD= {{xi}・Xi= X， Zε1，ヱεA}. 
W巴letFVL(統)denote the distributive sublattice of V generated by D. Then his Theorem 
6: FVL(勿e)is the jトee-vector lattice on釘(genarators 
(324) 
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、 、
? ? ?
?，
???????
?
????
?
， ，
??? ?
??、 、
? ? ? ? ?
? 、 、 、
?
?
????? xνI'EA; 
yνpEA; 
where a， s are real numbers and 
???
? ??、 ? ? 、 ，
?，
?， ? ? ? ?for X;:?:O 
for X<O in V. 
Pr'Oof Let L be the totality of elements in above forms. We have obviously 
FVL(加e)コL. In the right hand side of cjZj +czZz， distinguishing the terms with 
positive coe伍cientsfrom the others， we have the linearlity of L. For the lattice， 
in cases where α戸二三ofor αX + sYEL， we have obviously (αX+sY)+εL. In case 
where α>0 and s<O， since we have 
(αX+ßY) → =αX-(αX~(-ß)Y) ， 
here αXn( -s)Y constitues the same form as Y， we have (αX+sy)1εL. Thus 
L is a lattice. 
From Schwarz's inequality (Gram's theorem)， we have easily: 
Lemma 2. Let A beωl inner productゆace. 1f 
(x， a)
(x， a)>O and Ila-tllく-jbrα，x，tεA; 
Ilxl 
then 。<(x，t)<2(x， a). 
Lemma 3. Let αt'Otal order* as a "uecto1' lattice f'01' an inner product学ace
A be given. Then an'Othel舟 (ingeneral) total order f'Or A with re学ectωO学tεA
can be introduced by 
f'Or (x-y， t)= 0， let the ordering between .1: andγbe just as bef'Ore; 
for (x-y， t)>O， let x>y ; 
f'Or (x-y刈<0，let xくy.
Pr'O'Of Because the definition just mentioned satisfies the following order 
relations. 1) reflexivity， 2)asymmetry， 3)transitivity， 4)comparable配 s，5)α;:?:O 
and x;:?:O together imply αx;:?:O， 6) x;:?:y implies x十z;:?:ν+z.
For brevity， we call this total order for A αt'Otal orde1' for t. 
Theorem. Every fi百 vectorlattice FVL (加わ iscountably decomposable. 
P1'o'Of At first we will prove the fact “if O<ZLJO f'01' ZεFVL(明)， there 
exist 0 * aεA(加)and ε>0 such that Z>O by every total order f'Or t satisfying 
Ila-tll <e;ωhere a， n'01'm， and e altogether are the on白 derivedjシomthe given 
* It is true that a real linear space A has at least a total order as a vector latice. Hereafter 
we simply say of it“total order for A". 
(325) 
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inner product on A (抗)円 Toprove thisラ letus represent ZεFVL(抗)by means 
of Lemma 1 and call it expression (i). Here， since we can do the cases where 
α>0 and ss;O more simply rather than the case where α> 0 and s < 0， we handle 
the latter case. Besides we may assumeα= 1 and s = -1 without 10ss of gen-
erality. We fix a total order T (T-coordinate) for which Z(T) > O. Although 
the terms {x川}ム forwhich x叩(T)ζ0，vanish at this T， we use the same expres-
sion (i) for the sake of simp1icity. We assume 
Y(T)={γl1}c(T)+…+ {Yln} (T). 
Then we may think that there exists r(O<_r<_n) such that 
Y1o<O (ν=1，2，・"， r・)， 
γ10>0 (ν=r十 1，…，n). 
(xn十…+Xlm)一(γ)，-+1+…+Yln) = ZI>O， 
(xp1十…十xp国)一(ν1:1'+1+…十Yln)= Zp>O， 
Zνμ>0 (ν=1，2，…，p;μ=1，2，…，m)， 
at this T. Therefore， by Corollary 2 in S 1， under the given inner product on 
A(加)， there exists aE A (羽)such that 
(-Yh' a)>O 
(γb， a)>O 
(z円 α)>0
(ι/"α)>0 
(ν=1，2，…，r) ， 
(ν ニ f十1，…，n)， 
(ν=1，2，…，p)， 
(ν=1，2，…，p;μ=1，2，…， 
Now puttingεb 82， 83， 84'and εas follows respectively by the derivァednorm: 
? ???
? ?
??
?
、? ?
〉?
???
? ?「??? ?
?
? ??
? ? ?
??
、?
、
??
、?
? ljMj IYhl1 二 ε2
1{也吐}ε4Ilx，pl J-
min{ム1ε2ラε3，e4} = 8 ; 
we obtain the fact above mentioned by Lemmas 2 and 3. 
Now suppose that for a certain FVL(明)there exist uncountable number of 
mutually orthogonal positive elements. Here， if necessary， we extract Zr(rεr) 
out of them so as to r satisfies武。<r<_拭 Thetota1 number of members 
which take part in expression (i) of each Z，(rEr) is not more than拭 Therefore
1etting So(SocS) be the union of corresponding generators whose linear combina-
tion expresses each member above， we have So<_~. 
Then taking Z;E FVL(So) (日T)just as the forms Z，εFVL(別)(r E T) respec-
tive1)ら wecan conclude at first that Z;(r E T) constitutes a positive orthogona1 
family in FVL(So) by virtue of Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 in S 1.
Next， introducing an inner product onto A(.8o) by the uses of Hamel bases 
(326) 
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for both l2 (or its suitable inner product subspace) and A(So) we can make an 
A(So) to be separab1e by the derived norm， and so we get the countability of 
mutually disjoint open sets (non-void) in A(So). Let us now observe the positive 
orthogonal family Z~(rE r) from the viewpoint of total order for the just introduced 
inner product. Then， since Theorem 2 and Coro11ary 2 in ~ 1 and the fact above 
proved hold good for any inner product， we see that the mutua11y orthogonal 
positive elements Z;(iモF)must be at most countable， a contradiction. This com-
pletes the proof. 
Note 1. Here we sha11 show t出ha此tt出he訂ree位Xlお出s針ta配ct旬uaι1匂y c∞oun凶1此ta油b1防y m 五fin而1甘it白e 
number of mu凶1此tuaι1防yorthogonal positive elements i出nFVL(~拭~o)
Tak王i白ng
A(~わι ニ (1 ， -n + 1/2，0ヲ0，…)， 
A(設。)3Yn=(-1，n，0，仏…)，
(n=1，2，…) ; 
(n=1，2，…) ; 
we consider 
Zn = {x，J+ ~ {Yη)十 EFVL(~o) (n = 1， 2，…) . 
Thenラ byCorollary 2 in ~ 1， we have Zn> 0 (71 = 1， 2， .一)if and only if there 
exist (αmん…)EA(設。)res戸ctivelysuch that 
(ん(α?ふヲ))=αn-nsn十1/2sn>0
and 
(Ym (αn， s"け))=-a，+nι>0， 
that is n-1/2<α，jsn<71 (n=1，2，…). Accordingly we see also ZnnZ，叫 =0(n手m)
by the same grounds. Here in addition， as Theorem 2 in ~ 1 says， itholds that 
ι，ν?円 andx.四 (n<m)αrelinearly dφendent with positive coぐtficients:
{2(m-n)-1}ふるは(ηl-n)肘ん=0
Of course， the above is a71α71logously true in FVL (2). 
Note 2. 171 ωse叩 =n(fi71ite)ヲ anytotal or.ゐrfor A(説)ca71 be given as 
a ge71eral lexicographical order which d，φendsゆona regulm・ matrix(excφing 
the uniquen白 s)of order n. 
(Received May. 19， 1970) 
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